A SNAPSHOT OF

WOODSIDE’S
CONTRIBUTION TO
THE AUSTRALIAN
COMMUNITY
As Australia’s leading LNG producer, we are proud of our contribution
to the communities in which we operate.
ENERGY SECURITY

36,530 TJ of natural gas into the Western Australian domestic market or about
9.5% of total supply. This percentage increases to 36% when calculating the supply from our operated facilities.
In 2017, Woodside supplied

We also contributed

$3.5 MILLION towards science and technology

initiatives that are supporting our next wave of developments.

ECONOMIC
In 2017, Woodside paid

$797 MILLION in taxes and royalties to the Commonwealth

and State Governments in Australia, up from $525 million in 2016. This included

$154 MILLION to Western Australia's state revenue.
As an operator, we spent

$3.1 BILLION on

local content and services, supporting Australian
jobs and businesses. Over
in Western Australia.

84% of this was spent

All figures in AUD and current as of 31 December 2017 (Australian operations version).
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More than

98% of our employees are based here

in Australia.

SOCIAL
In 2017, we contributed more than

$16.1 MILLION in social investment to Australian communities, which

went towards a range of programs including: education, environmental outreach, early childhood education,
employment and volunteering initiatives.

Since 2016, contracts awarded to Indigenous businesses by Woodside and its suppliers has increased by

34%

ENVIRONMENT
In 2017, Woodside
released its Climate
Change Policy supporting
its defined climate
change approach in
three ways:

Ensuring the

RESILIENCE
of our portfolio.

Improving the carbon

PERFORMANCE
of our facilities and
developments.

Communicating the

FUTURE ROLE
of gas.

Woodside continues to invest in and promote technologies that reduce emissions and promote energy efficiency.

We contributed

$4.1MILLION towards environmental programs and studies

to understand the environments in which we operate, evaluate potential impacts
and be informed to make the right decisions on environmental management.

Woodside believes that gas will continue to play a large role in the future of energy, as a reliable source and
through integration with batteries and renewables.
Gas helps reduce emissions. It displaces coal and complements renewables in power generation because of its
affordability, lower carbon footprint and flexibility as back-up generation.
All figures in AUD and current as of 31 December 2017 (Australian operations version).
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